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The intention of this work is to analyze more care-
fully the conditions for the validity of the order reduction
technique. We also present an extension of the method
to higher orders. With this in mind, a few simple sit-
uations in which the order reduction converges analyt-
ically to the exact solutions are presented as examples.
It is discovered that the order reduction as a perturba-
tive technique does not converge in the weak coupling
limit as most of the known perturbative schemes. In-
stead, the convergence of the order reduction only ap-
plies in strong coupling regimes. As a more realistic case,
the order reduction applied to Starobinsky’s inflationary
model is presented. It is verified that the method con-
verges to the inflationary solution in the slow-roll regime.
Keywords: higher derivatives, effective theories, order
reduction, Starobinsky inflation, semi-classical gravity,
self-force.
1 Introduction
Higher derivatives (higher than second-order) are usually
due to radiative corrected effective theories. They were
investigated for the first time in the context of modifica-
tions in the equation of motion of a charged particle by
Lorentz and Abraham [1]. After that, this problem was
studied again by Dirac [2], who found nonphysical so-
lutions; runaway and pre-acceleration connected to the
higher derivatives. Today, both the runaway and the
pre-acceleration solutions can be resolved by considering
a non-pointwise particle or using first quantization [3].
In [4] the runaway solution is addressed. Self-force is
a subject of their own studied by many others, see, for
instance, [5].
In the context of the self-force, the order reduction
was initially proposed by Landau, Lifshitz [6] which is
defined only when there is an external source. It is ex-
pected that, in the presence of sources, it is possible to
control the external frequencies such that they are always
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much smaller than the natural frequencies of the system
with a good convergence of the order reduction. This
scenario does not address the issue of transients. On the
other hand, concerning effective theories especially grav-
itational, the vacuum case is more interesting as there
is a common belief that, near the singularity, all other
fields should become irrelevant.
A slightly different approach is developed by Simon
[7], [8], [9]. In Simon’s construction, there are no exter-
nal sources and yet it is still possible to control a time
scale to be much smaller than the natural frequency of
the system, which guarantees the convergence of order
reduction.
The present work intends to verify more carefully the
conditions for the validity of the perturbative technique
of order reduction, and also to apply it to the gravita-
tional situation which is Starobinsky inflation [10]. Ac-
cording to the latest CMBR observations [11], [12], [13]
Starobinsky’s model is the one that best fits the scalar-
tensor ratio amplitude. Besides that, the theory has
some transition from the ultraviolet to the infrared sec-
tor of gravity, which, avoiding the tachyon, presents the
graceful exit from inflation. We must note that Starobin-
sky’s inflationary solution was obtained earlier in Jor-
dan frame by Ruzmaikina and Ruzmaikin [14]. Inflation
models with plateau type potential reproduce Starobin-
sky’s model, for further reading see, for instance, [15],
[16] and [17] about Higgs inflation, an inflationary model
that a scalar field is coupled non-minimally to gravity
and in [16] it is allows to contain terms of R2 in the
action.
To our knowledge, the first to apply the order reduc-
tion to effective gravity was Bel [18], after that, of course,
also by Simon [8], [9] and Parker [19]; the method is very
well accepted academically [20], [5].
The model of effective gravity addressed here occurs in
a scenario in which quantized fields are considered in a
classical gravitational background, see, for instance, [21].
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The counterterms necessary for a consistent theory
S =
∫
d4x
√−gm
2
p
2
{
R+ βR2 + α
[
RµνR
µν − 1
3
R2
]}
(1)
include Starobinsky’s model. It is well known that the
value of β ≈ −1.305 × 109 m−2p is set by CMBR obser-
vations [11], see also [22], [15].
Concerning both point particle self-force and effective
gravity, there is a drastic difference among them which
we must emphasize here. In the case of effective gravi-
tational theories, it is not possible to know beforehand
which are physically acceptable solutions. For example,
solutions were found with no initial singularities [10] and
also both with no initial singularity and with no parti-
cle horizons [23], [24], [25]. Also, instabilities as tachyon
were pointed out by [26] and [27] for the sign of the reg-
ularization parameters α < 0 and β > 0 in eq. (1).
Usually [9], [10], [19], [23], [24], [25] also consider, at the
level of the equation of motion, an additional term with
zero covariant divergence in all conformally flat models,
which is due to Ginzburg [28], [29]. In this present work,
Ginzburg’s term is not included.
Instabilities in higher derivatives theories are known
since Ostrogradsky’s time [30]. As it can be seen, by
following [31], this kind of instability is known today
as ghosts [32] characterized by kinetic terms with op-
posite signs. It must be stressed that it is not possi-
ble to eliminate the ghost by appropriate choices of the
parameters of the theory, as is the case for the above-
mentioned tachyon. Strictly classically speaking, as long
as the perturbations remain sufficiently small, the de-
grees of freedom with different signs remain all free and
this kind of instability does not show. Of course, this sit-
uation changes drastically in a quantized theory, where
it is mandatory a stable vacuum.
In this work, we learned that the order reduction
as a perturbative technique does not converge in the
weak coupling limit, as most of the known perturbative
schemes. Both cases with and without sources are inves-
tigated. Instead, the convergence of the order reduction
occurs in strong coupling regimes. For a very interesting
case of perturbative convergence in the strong coupling,
see, for instance, the article of Bender and Wu [33].
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we
present some particular situations in which the technique
of the order reduction converges to the analytic solution.
In this context, the technique is applied to the harmonic
oscillator with and without source and to the ALD equa-
tion in the absence of gravitational fields with a constant
electric field E in the x direction as a particular source.
In section 3, the order reduction is applied to Starobin-
sky’s inflationary model and compared to the exact nu-
merical solution of the field equations in the slow-roll
regime. Finally, section 4 contains a summary of the
results and conclusions.
For numerical codes, we used gnu/gsl ode package,
explicit embedded Runge-Kutta Prince-Dormand (8, 9)
method on Linux. The codes were obtained using the
algebraic manipulator Maple 16. The following conven-
tions and units are taken Rµνσ,δ = Γ
µ
νδ,σ− ..., Rµν = Rσµσν ,
R = Rµµ, metric signature − + ++, the greek indices µ,
ν,.. run from 0− 3 and G = ~ = c = 1.
2 Particular Situations
We will begin our discussion with harmonic oscillator
already in the stationary regime to emphasize the tech-
nique of the order reduction
x′′ + x′ +
ω2
γ2
x =
f0
γ2
ei(Ω/γ)τ . (2)
Here ω is the natural frequency of the free system, γ is
the damping coefficient, Ω is the external frequency and
where, as usual,  is a dimensionless perturbative param-
eter which is set to unity in the end. The derivatives are
with respect to the dimensionless time τ ≡ γt. The ap-
plication of the order reduction consists in neglecting the
higher order terms, where in this case are |x′′| << |x′|,
|x′′| << |x|
x′1 +
ω2
γ2
x1 =
f0
γ2
ei(Ω/γ)τ , (3)
which can be easily solved assuming x1 = c1e
i(Ω/γ)τ ,
when c1 is
c1 =
f0
ω2 + iγΩ
. (4)
In second order,
x′′1 + x
′
2 +
ω2
γ2
x2 =
f0
γ2
e(Ω/γ)τ , (5)
assuming x2 = c2e
i(Ω/γ)τ and using (4) results in
c2 =
f0 + Ω
2c1
ω2 + iγΩ
. (6)
Successively,
cn+1 =
f0 + Ω
2cn
ω2 + iγΩ
, (7)
and therefore, as long as Ω/ω < 1, the order reduction,
in this case, converges to the exact particular solution
xn→∞ =
f0e
i(Ω/γ)τ
ω2 + iγΩ− Ω2 (8)
2
for the non homogeneous equation (2). This is the case
when there are 2 frequencies, an external one Ω and the
natural frequency of the free system ω with Ω/ω < 1
and this is the situation in which it is very well known
the convergence of the order reduction first written in
Landau-Lifshitz book [6].
Now we turn to the issue of the transients. As it
is well known, this system has 3 regimes. The under-
damped, overdamped, and critically damped. The un-
derdamped is the one that, in some sense, reproduces
the perturbative techniques in most textbooks, for ex-
ample, in quantum field theory, where the damping is
due to the weak coupling between the other fields and
the free system. When the system is underdamped |x′′|
is of the same order of |x|(ω/γ)2. Thus, the order re-
duction technique does not apply to the underdamped
regime. This is a very deep difference between the order
reduction and ordinary perturbative schemes which have
not been stressed before.
The overdamped regime is the one in which the con-
dition |x′′| << |x′|, |x′′| << |x| is satisfied and as such
the order reduction method, exactly as described above,
converges to the exact solution which is xn→∞ = ceλτ
with λ = −1/2 + 1/2√1− 4ω2/γ2. It is necessary that
all constants of integration that appear in subsequent
orders to be equal to c. It is not possible to obtain the
other solution with λ = −1/2−1/2√1− 4ω2/γ2 through
the order reduction, because, in this case, the conditions
|x′′| << |x′|, |x′′| << |x| are not fulfilled.
In the context of the charged particle, the relativis-
tic Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac (ALD) equation without the
presence of gravitational fields becomes [34]
aµ =
q
m
Fµνu
ν +
2
3
q2
mc3
(gµν + u
µuν) a˙
ν , (9)
where q and m are the charge and the mass of the par-
ticle, respectively, and c is the the speed of light. The
second term on the right hand side is the self-force on
the charge resulting from its own electromagnetic field.
Let’s proceed with the order reduction applied to (9)
for a constant electric field E in the x direction. Of
course, this fulfils its convergence requirements, since the
external source has zero frequency, which is always less
than the natural frequencies of the system. To a first ap-
proximation, neglecting the highest order term, we have
aµ1 =
q
m
Fµνu
ν
1 . (10)
Consider a time-like uµ = (u0, u1, 0, 0) with uµu
µ = −1.
Then, proceeding as described above for the oscillator,
it is not difficult to find that the first-order solution (10)
uµ1 = (sinh(qEt/m), cosh(qEt/m), 0, 0). The derivative
of (10) substituted into the second term in the right-
hand side of (9) vanishes, showing that perturbatively
the exact result is consistently obtained with the order
reduction. This is not anything new, since this exact
solution was found by Dirac himself [2], [34].1
3 Starobinsky Inflation
We will now apply the order reduction to Starobinsky’s
inflationary model [10]. As already mentioned in the in-
troduction, this inflationary model is the one that best
fits the scalar-tensor ratio amplitude, according to the
latest CMBR observations [11], [12], [13]. In this work,
only the Jordan frame is chosen, and the model can be
thought of as an effective action truncated at second or-
der in field products (1). Metric variations in (1) result in
field equations of order-4. For the homogeneous isotropic
line element gab = diag[−1, e2a, e2a, e2a] with zero spatial
curvature there is the 00
1
6
H2 + β
[
−2H¨H − 6H˙H2 + H˙2
]
= 0, (11)
and the 11
−1
2
H2 − 1
3
H˙ + β
[
2
...
H + 12H¨H + 9H˙
2 + 18H˙H2
]
= 0,
(12)
equations of motion, where H = a˙ is the Hubble parame-
ter. Since the metric is isotropic, the terms that multiply
α are canceled. The 00 equation of motion is a constraint
which is dynamically preserved, see for instance [36], and
it is used as a numerical check.
Again, we apply the technique of the order reduction.
For the 00 equation of motion we obtain the recurrence
relation
−2β H¨n
Hn
+ β
H˙2n
H2n
+
1
6
[
1− 36βH˙n+1
]
= 0, (13)
where the parameter  as before is dimensionless and set
to unity in the end with Hn 6= 0 and the equation is
dimensionless in the proper time t. The conditions used
are |βH¨|  |H| and |βH˙2|  |H2| for H. The first
and second slow-roll conditions for inflation are given by
|H¨|  |H˙H| and |H˙|  |H2| for H, and we quote that
there is some overlap in convergence region of the order
reduction and slow-roll region.
To first order, we have the solution of Ruzmaikina and
Ruzmaikin [14], which describes the slow-roll regime
1− 36βH˙1 = 0⇒ H1 = 1
36β
(t− t0), (14)
where t0 is a constant of integration.
1 It is very well known that xµ = (ξ sinh τ, ξ cosh τ, y, z) are
Rindler coordinates [35], and constant ξ describe families of con-
stant proper acceleration.
3
To second order,
H2 =
1
36β
(t− t0)− 
6(t− t0) , (15)
where t0 is a constant of integration.
The method can be repeated for the next orders.
For qualitative analysis, β = −10 is chosen in our nu-
merical results.
Figure 1: It is shown in red the exact numerical solution of
eq. (11) for β = −10, H(t). Plotted in blue is the perturba-
tive solution (14), H1(t). The initial condition is chosen as
H(0) = 1, H˙(0) = −1.66666, while the constant t0 = 110.2
in (14) is fixed by best fitting. It can be seen that the per-
turbative solution does not agree with the field equation to-
wards the singularity for decreasing time. Both solutions also
show disagreement in the linearized weak-field regime. On the
other hand, both solutions show very good agreement in the
slow-roll regime.
It is well-known that H(t) decreases linearly (slow-roll
or Ruzmaikina’s regime) approaches zero and enters into
the phase of the damped oscillations (reheating regime)
[37]. See Figure (1) and Figure 2 panel a) in red the exact
numeric solution of equation (11) for β = −10, H(t). It
can be seen that the perturbative solutions do not agree
with the field equation (11) towards the singularity for
decreasing time. Both solutions also show disagreement
with the exact numeric solution in the linearized weak-
field regime. This is expected, as both regions, named
towards singularity and weak-field, do not fulfill the re-
quirements for the order reduction.
On the other hand, both solutions show very good
agreement in the slow-roll regime, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2 panel a). This is strongly connected
to the choice of the constant t = t0. For an inconvenient
t0, there will be no agreement whatsoever between the
direct numeric solution and the order reduction method.
Note the asymptote in Figure 2 panel a). The location
of the asymptote in the weak-field limit of small oscilla-
tions is a consequence of the choice of the constant t = t0
a)
b)
Figure 2: a) It is show in red the exact numeric solution of
eq. (11) for β = −10, H(t). The perturbative approximations
are plotted in blue for the eq. (14), H1(t) and in green for
the eq. (15), H2(t). The initial condition is chosen as H(0) =
1, H˙(0) = −1.66666, while the constant t0 = 110.2 in (14)
and t0 = 108.9 in (15) are fixed by best fitting. b) The
graph in red shows the difference between the exact numeric
solution (11), H(t) and the analytical approximation (14),
H1(t). Plotted in green is the difference between the exact
numeric solution (11), H(t) and the analytical approximation
(15), H2(t). It is possible to see a weak convergence for higher
orders to the exact numerical solution in the regime of slow-
roll.
done exclusively to best fit the method in Ruzmaikina’s
regime. For higher orders, the asymptotes appear alter-
nated in pairs due to successive powers of β, which must
be negative to avoid the tachyon, as mentioned in the
introduction.
Besides that, it is possible to see that higher orders of
the order reduction method show some convergence to
the exact numeric solution as shown in Figure 2 panel
b). It must also be mentioned that the convergence of
the order reduction is slow.
4
4 Conclusion
In this work, it is presented a simple extension of the
order reduction technique to higher perturbative orders.
The analytical approximations following this technique
are also compared with direct numerical evaluation of
the equation of motion. First, we remark some consider-
ations on the order reduction as follows.
In section 2 a few examples are shown for which the
technique converges to the exact solution, also to gain
intuition. Surprisingly, the order reduction presents a
very good agreement in strong coupling regimes. While
in the weak coupling, it is inapplicable. Both situa-
tions with or without source are analyzed. And we dis-
covered that, without an external source, the technique
only applies and converges to the non-oscillating solution
which slowly approaches equilibrium. Remind that the
weak coupling regime is excluded by the order reduction.
While the case with external source falls into the class
of problems mentioned in the introduction. It is possible
to control the external frequency or a time scale to be
much smaller than the natural frequency of the system
and order reduction converges to the expected solution.
As an example of perturbations in the strong coupling,
see, for instance, the very interesting article of Bender
and Wu [33].
Also in 2, the order reduction is applied to the rela-
tivistic self-force problem in the absence of gravitational
fields. It is considered a constant electric field E in the
x direction as a particular source and the method gives
the well known Rindler motion for the point charge. It
must be mentioned that in this situation there is strong
coupling and also there is an external time scale that is
always much larger (a constant electric field) than the
natural internal time scales.
Previous applications of the order reduction to effec-
tive gravity seemed to be done only with the presence of
sources [7], [8], [9], [19].
In section 3 the order reduction is applied to Starobin-
sky’s inflationary model. This cosmological model
follows from quadratic gravity with a homogeneous
isotropic line element and zero spatial curvature in ab-
sence of classical sources, vacuum. The order reduction
is applied to the equation of motion (11) resulting in
the recurrence relation (13). The convergence region has
some overlap with the first and second slow-roll condi-
tions for inflation. This recurrence relation (13) is used
to obtain successive analytical approximations that are
compared to the direct numerical solution of equation
(12). Equation (11) is dynamically conserved and is used
to numerically check the code.
It can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 panel a) that
the perturbative solution does not agree with the field
equation (11) towards the singularity for decreasing time.
Both solutions also show disagreement with the exact
numeric solution in the linearized weak-field regime.
The asymptote present in H2(t) in Figure 2 panel a)
is consequence of the choice of the constant t = t0. This
choice of t0 is intentionally made to best fit the exact
numeric solution with the perturbative approximation in
the slow-roll regime. This asymptote occurs in the weak-
field regime, where the technique of the order reduction
does not work. For the next orders, the asymptotes ap-
pear alternated due to successive powers of β, which must
be negative to avoid the tachyon, as mentioned in the in-
troduction.
Moreover, we verify the convergence of the technique
of the order reduction, as shown in Figure 2) panel b). It
is possible to see that successive approximations of the
order reduction method show some convergence to the
exact numeric solution. It must also be mentioned that
this convergence is slow.
It is well known that order reduced equations present
fewer solutions [38]. This was one of the intentions of
the order reduction technique to select the ones that are
physically relevant [18], [19]. This present work is in
agreement with this reasoning. For all solutions analyzed
hitherto, the perturbative order reduction in its conver-
gence region approaches the physical solutions. Anyway,
we must emphasize that there could be physical solutions
that will not be detected by order reduction. For exam-
ple, the order reduction does not apply towards the sin-
gularity and also in the free field oscillations described
in section 3. On the other hand, we all wished that
the order reduction should reproduce in its lowest ap-
proximation Einstein’s gravity Gab = κTab. This is not
the case shown in section 3, were we see that the or-
der reduced solution in its lowest approximation already
presents contributions from the radiative corrected grav-
ity.
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